
Reseller Terms



This document outlines the terms of service for reselling Blazing SEO’s data center proxies 

(including ISP proxies). It also discusses the way the billing works so that all expectations are 

clear from both parties.

Pricing:

There are three factors involved with the pricing:

#1 - Reseller Platform Fee

In order to have access to our reseller system, you must pay a $100/mo fee. This fee covers 

general support, maintenance of our API, direct access to our team via Slack, and helping you or 

your developers with implementation-specific questions. 

#2 - Price per IP address

The pricing structure for the IPs is simply the price found on our pricing page, subtracted by 20%. 

This allows all resellers the ability to make up to a 20% margin (or more), and still be cheaper than 

our public offering.


The same tiering applies. For example, if you purchase 100 US proxies to resell, you would pay:


($1.70 x 100) * 0.80 = $136/mo


Note: only dedicated proxies, ISP proxies, and rotating residential proxies are allowed to be resold 

today

#3 - Server fees

Your pricing for your IPs (above) includes the cost of the server that they are hosted on, as well 

as a certain amount of bandwidth (see Limitations). However, if your users have use cases that 

require stronger servers that fall outside of our default configuration, we will have to bill you for 

this on a case-by-case basis. This has applied only to a rare few customers over the years, so in 

most cases this will not apply to you.
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How the Billing Logic Works:

For any data center reselling, the reseller must purchase the IPs they want to resell up front, on a 

30-day period. You can upgrade as you need in a given month, but you cannot downgrade until 

the IP reaches the end of the billing period. We apply this same logic for all of our public 

customers. (Please see Limitations section for more information on minimum quantity)


The reason for such logic is that we have to make 1+ month commitments to the upstream 

providers we lease bulk IPs from, and so we must bill our resellers in the same way otherwise the 

relationship wouldn’t be apples-to-apples.

For example:

You have a customer that reaches out that wishes to purchase 100 proxies from you, and 

you will charge them $200/mo. You write to us and indicate that you need 100 proxies to 

sell, to which we deliver them and start your 30-day billing.


However, if the customer on day 3 says: “Your proxies are not good. I want a refund.”, it is 

on you to handle the refund according to your refund policies. Blazing SEO is not liable for 

such circumstances, and you are still left to pay for the remaining days of the 100 IPs.

If you decide to refund said customer in the above example, you would be able to sell those IPs to 

a different customer, though. Our API allows you to manipulate the authorizations on any proxy 

IPs, so in the above scenario you would likely do the following

 Refund customer their mone

 Call our API to remove their authorizations so they cannot use the proxies agai

 Sell those 100 IPs to the next customer that purchases from you

Final notes:

 The above means that you will have IPs on many different billing periods (we have the same 

with our upstream IP providers). Please be sensitive as to how you assign them out to ensure 

the greatest profitability for your busines

 We recommend resellers model for “unused inventory” in their profitability formula.

 For context, at Blazing SEO, we have upwards of 11,000 IPs that are not being used by 

anyone, yet we pay our upstream providers for that inventory because we made the 

monthly commitment to do so. This unused inventory is modeled into our overall Cost of 

Goods Sold

 A $1000 credit balance deposit, or the price of the Initial Purchase Order, must be paid before 

services can start to be delivered (whichever is greater).
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Limitations

Lastly, there are some limitations worth noting when considering reselling our proxies

 You must abide by our regular TOS and AUP, which go into more detail about our abuse 

policies

 You are allowed 0.03 Terabytes of data per IP, per month

 There are no refunds once you purchase the IP addresses for the month. Please do your due 

diligence and test a small batch before committing to anything larger. Again, as a reminder, we 

have to commit to 1+ month from the various upstream providers we work with, and thus we 

cannot get a refund from them either

 Replacements:  you are allowed to ask for a different set of proxies each month. You must 

notify us within 7 days of those IPs being renewed in order for us to process your 

replacement request

 For “Dedicated IP addresses” (not ISP): As of Mar 4, 2022, all IPs purchased for resale must 

be in increments of a /27 (32 IPs).

 You can only add, or reduce, your commitment in blocks of /27

 Example:  if you are selling only 30 IPs (out of 32 IPs)  you cannot request to downgrade 

by 2 IPs at the end of the billing period. You must keep all 32, or remove all 32. We 

recommend you are strategic in how you assign IPs to your customers to reduce as 

much overhead as possible. This applies on a per-block basis, so as long as you move 

inventory around efficiently, you can upgrade/downgrade in whole blocks

 This limitation will be lifted in our improved reseller system that is expected to be ready 

at the end of Q2 of 2022

 The minimum commitment to start is 128 IPs (plus the Platform Fee). After that, you may 

purchase in increments of /27s or larger

 Please note that your selection of IPS from different vendors will be limited if you choose 

smaller than /24 blocks of IPs. If you welcome /24 blocks, you would be able to tap into our 

pool of 9 ASNs/ISPs that we work with to give you maximum diversity for your clients

 For ISP Proxies: Currently we can only support purchases of /24s at a time

 This limitation will be lifted sometime in Q2, similar as above

 All other terms from the above #4 apply.
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Initial Purchase Order

Please fill out exactly what you would like to purchase as your initial purchase order. Please also 

note when you would like them delivered (note: delivery date means the billing will start on that 

date).


All future orders are bound by these terms agreed to and can be processed outside the scope of 

this document.


A deposit is required for all fees associated with your service before we can start delivery and set 

up. Depending on your final order, we’ll send the invoice after the document is signed.

Product:

______________________________


(ex: “US Dedicated Proxies”, “Residential Traffic”, “DE Dedicated Proxies”, “ISP Proxies”)

Qty:

______________________________      


(ex: “10”, “50GB (for residential)”)

Preferred Delivery Date:

______________________________ 


(ex: “March 14, 2022”. This is when we will try to have your IPs ready)

I have read and understand the terms above:


__________________________			____________________


Client							Date


__________________________			____________________

Neil Emeigh						Date


Blazing SEO, LLC	
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